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FLASH ROTATOR: ($700/WEEK)
Flash rotator ad will display with up to 2 other ad units on our 
homepage for one week. We will have your ad designed for an addi-
tional $250. static ad placement (your ad is the only ad there) is avail-
able for $1500 per week.

HOMEPAGE SKINS: ($2000/DAY)
Your advertisment will appear as the background of our homepage 
for one day. it will link to where you desire pending approval. We will 
have the skin designed for an additional $350.

BUTTON AD: ($700/WEEK)
300x50 ad that appears right above the “hot this week” mixtapes on 
every page of the site. animation is allowed.

AD BAR: ($1000/DAY)
970x80 ad that appears on top of most pages. This spot offers high 970x80 ad that appears on top of most pages. This spot offers high 
visibility and high click through rates.

MINI AD BAR: ($2000/WEEK)
595x60 ad that appears below the description of most mixtapes. 
Offers high visibility and high click through rates.

LEADERBOARD: (ASK- BASED ON CPM)
728x90 ad that will appear at the top of all pages on the website

SKYSCRAPER:SKYSCRAPER: (ASK – BASED ON CPM)
This 160x600 appears to the right of the “hot this week” mixtapes on 
every page of the website. 

SUPERCUBE: ($35,000/ 2 WEEKS)
Our Cube inventory can be purchase on a flat rate in two week incre-
ments. We must approve all video display inventory, which includes 
the sound level of automatically playing content. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
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FEATURED MIXTAPE: ($1000)
Your mixtape will be displayed on our homepage for 1 week (7days) as one of 3 
featured mixtapes.  The mixtape will also appear, in rotation, at the top of the 
mixtape listing pages and be prominently displayed in our mobile apps.

Throughout the duration of the feature, the mixtape will be tweeted, at random, Throughout the duration of the feature, the mixtape will be tweeted, at random, 
approxiately once every 30 hours from our @datpiffmixtapes twitter account 
with over 157,400 followers.

 Featured mixtapes will also be posted on facebook fan page which currently 
 has over 500k fans
 Featured mixtapes are automatically “sponsored” as outlined below.
 Please note: featured mixtapes must be reviewed and approved before 
  payment will be accepted and the feature can be scheduled.

SPONSORED MIXTAPES: ($100)
Sponsored mixtapes can be downloaded by anyone, regardless of whether or 
not they are logged into the site.  If the downloader is logged into their datpiff ac-
count, the download of a sponsored mixtape does not count against their daily 
download allowance. 

Sponsoring your mixtape ensures that your fans get your product with the least 
amount of friction, while affording you more accurate stats, better presentation 
and fan feedback – which one would not obtain by simply uploading their mix-
tape.
 Sponsored mixtapes remain sponsored for as long as they are on datpiff.   
 Deleting the mixtape will void the sponsorship.
 Important: mixtape sponsorships can not be transerred to other mixtapes
 To sponsor your mixtape, upload or edit your mixtape.  You may pay via
 paypal or credit card on the “preview” page (last page before you set the 
 mixtape online). 

MIXTAPE SKIN: ($300)
Have your mixtape stand out by adding custom artwork to the background of the 
page.  The artwork will remain on the mixtape’s page for as long as the mixtape 
is on the datpiff website.  

MIXTAPE PROMOTION
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MIXTAPE PROMOTION PACKAGES

For additional exposure, we offer promotion packages for mixtapes.  For additional exposure, we offer promotion packages for mixtapes.  
Please review our packages below while keeping in mind that we are 
highly selective regarding the projects we will promote and to what 
scale.  We will need to review your mixtape in full (music, artwork, 
description, title, artist list, track list composition) as well as all pro-
posed artwork (skins, ad bar, etc) before considering a promotional 
package. 

BASIC COUNTDOWN: ($300)

We will place a counter on your mixtape’s page that will count down 
to the minute of release.  At that time, your mixtape will automatically 
be set online.  

The page will include a tweet button as well as hashtag.  You may The page will include a tweet button as well as hashtag.  You may 
specify the twitter accounts and hashtag to use.  The page will also 
contain facebook’s comments module which will post your mixtape’s 
countdown on the wall of everyone who comments.

 Use this option if you’d like a placeholder for you mixtape and to 
 generate discussion and buzz before release
 For an additional $300 we will include your mixtape on the 
  homepage under “upcoming Releases”
 Add a mixtape skin” to your page for an additional discounted 
 $100

AD BAR COUNTDOWN: ($2500)
You will receive 2 days of the ad bar for the day prior and day of your You will receive 2 days of the ad bar for the day prior and day of your 
release.  For the day prior to the release of your mixtape, we will 
place a counter under the ad bar counting down to the time of your 
mixtapes release.

Note: this requires the basic countdown upgrade.  

HOMEPAGE ENHANCED COUNTDOWN: ($3500)
Your mixtape will have a prominent countdown box beneath the feaYour mixtape will have a prominent countdown box beneath the fea-
tured mixtapes on the homepage of the site the day before and the 
day of the mixtape release (2 days total)

Note: this requires the basic countdown upgrade.
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ABOUT US

DatPiff was created in 2005 and is owned by Idle Media Inc 
(OTCBB: IDLM). It continues to dominate as the largest 
repository of mixtapes on the internet.

DatPiff has been responsible for the successful promotion and DatPiff has been responsible for the successful promotion and 
launch of many major artists’ mixtapes including Fabolous, 
Young Jeezy, Sean Kingston, Wiz Khalifa, Chris Brown, French 
Montana & many more. DatPiff has also contributed in helping 
launch newcomers like Mac Miller, Chris Webby, Meek Mill and 
Diggy Simmons into stardom. 

While embracing the independent and upcomers, DatPiff also While embracing the independent and upcomers, DatPiff also 
maintains a strong relationship with all the major DJ’s and artists 
they work with. DatPiff is the official home to four of the hottest 
mixtape DJ’s in the game, including DJ Drama, Don Cannon, 
DJ Holiday & DJ Ill Will.
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